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7 juli 2016 THAT WAS THAT 67ste jaargang nr. 9 

 
 

Wedstrijdverslag Ajax - CCG 

 

 

"Brutes you too" said Julius ( Boris said to Gove you too).Politics is the art of possible, Nothing is 

final in politics. Only characters are changing. 

Referendum brought a great Chaos in great Britain, tory party and Labour in Chaos, Farage and 

Boris are facing heat of financial consequences in capitalist world. Boris is liabilities in financial 

World. All politician,economist,intellectuals and think tanks are confused, Why, they were in 

overwhelmingly convinced that we would remain part of EU. They never thoughts that 

conservative and feudal mindset is against immigrants phobia. In crisis management we have 

intrigue plan (alternate )That point they never concentrate.That is reasons four people are escaping 

from leadership, Cameroon,Boris, Farage and Jeramy Corbyn. The financial earth quick is still in 

move, there is no end yet, the menacing silences is under the earth, uncertainty and no clue.  

 

In 27 over , it was chaos in field, Captain was shouting because few of us were not in the game, 

after drooping the easy catch by David, the adversary were at that 170 run, strategically match was 

poise, beneath the earth something is boiling, not in sense of panic but we felt anxiety and 

pressure, as soon as the boy who create problems for us, got stamp out, it was sigh of relief, in this 

moment we have iron grip on the match. They were chasing 208 run, the ground was so heavy 

they could not smash with power, singles were not enough to winning the battle. Our fielding was 

completely chaos, soon our supreme commander control the troops again, our bowling was so 

poor, lot of wide and rubbish deliveries cause the great damage in crucial time, especially David 

and R. Brook were culprits, simply concentrate to line and length, of course it is difficult to 

playing under pressure and cricket is the name of nerve and mental toughness.  

 

P .Oosterhuizen, 

Wining the toss electing the batting, Our openers could not create impact,  Marten Shawandt could 

not laid the sound inning and cheaply gave the catch to lady fielder in mid on only 12 run. It was 

soft dismissal, I do not understand, in net he try to smash leg side harshly,but in match he became 

num, look previous three match same fashion he gave his wicket, when he would learn the lesson.  

The peter has longest inning he played 49 run, mostly singles and twos were delightful to watch, 

two cracking boundaries were heart boggling, his concentration was exceptional and running 

between the wicket was excellent with H. Mir. 

H. Mir and peter have both 100 partnership, that partnership was foundation of victory of CCG. 
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H.Mir, 

His 46 run were the most precious contribution in this match, when our openers were back to 

pavilion without any prospects, in this stage, Mir took responsibility and developed a remarkable 

partnership with Peter, singles and twos were the basic in cricket because in this process, there is 

no risk, but they create a frustration for opposition, they have good bowlers, line and length and 

accuracy was notable in slow ground. Mir all of sudden two powerful boundaries and a one huge 

straight forward 6 was treat of the eyes. In next over she gave him long and slow full toss to 

tempt-ate him to smash, but unfortunately he missed the ball and clean bowled.  

 

David Rijkee, 

Now the violent assault has begin, three huge sixes were so thrilling and heart warming with sweet 

music, it is just like a charming love affair, every ball he negotiate with strong and powerful 

response, even bowler forget his line and length. All the hitting which he hits were crashing their 

heart and soul. It was thrilling sequence end of the episode. Unfortunately he was bowled with 

inside edge, he accomplish his mission.  

 

Chaudhry, 

The dangerous batsman smash sky-high shot, it was so easy to catch, David dropped it, it was 

lucky Dived got him stamp out, there was sign he could have the match out of "Jaws" Chaudhry 

could have 3 wicket but fortunately he was so economical, some time spin ball is mask, deceptive 

way to mesmerised the batsman, ball pitch the front of the batsman and take turn leg or off side to 

kissing the edge of the bat and refuge in the keeper's hand. 7 over 18 run 2 wicket not bad. 

 

Ware de vore,  

The best bowler in crunch time is our captain, he always attack the stamps and 99%  he is 

succeeded against Ajax, 2 clean bowled and create run out also. All credit goes to his discipline to 

keep cricket team in winning machine. We have very charismatic cricket team. Victor the great 

has good little spell. 

 

Picnic, 

Chaudhry, four people paid Chaudhry contributed 30€ Ware 20€Victor 20€ Wim 10€ we have 

Dinner and lavish beer and political discussion with R.Brook. It was wonderful day under the 

golden sun and cool breeze was kissing us, its felt trance with such a lovely atmosphere. What a 

day it was? I think cricket is king of sport. That is all gentleman. 

 
 

Wedstrijdprogramma 

 

Zondag 10 juli a.s. 

Hermes DVS uit, 12.00 uur 

Verzamelen: 10.30 uur op HCC of 11.30 uur op Hermes 
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Opstelling: Warre de Vroe (c) 

 Klaus de Rijk 

 David Rijkee 

 Rob Bouwer  

 Youssef Chaudhry 

 Victor van Oosterzee 

 Jan Hennop 

 Marten Schwandt 

 Pieter Oosthuizen 

 Wim de Lange 

 Diederik Dettmeijer 

 

Reserves:  geen 

 

Mededeling van de voorzitter 

 

Vanaf  nu is de standaard begintijd op zondag: 12.00 uur! 
 

 

Mededeling van de penningmeester 

 

U wordt verzocht Uw contributie/donatie vòòr 30 juni a.s. te voldoen door betaling op 

Bankrekening nr. NL37ABNA0527927147 t.n.v. Penningmeester Cricketclub Groenendaal 

te Veere.  

 

Contributie voor de actieve leden € 150,-.  

 

De bijdrage van de donateurs bedraagt € 25,-. 
 

 
 

Vaste trainingsavond 

 

Woensdagavond vanaf 18.30 uur is onze vaste trainingsavond in de kooien van HCC.  
 

  

 

TWT-REDACTIE: 

 

kopij uiterlijk dinsdag inleveren bij Carola Meiresonne, 

carola.meiresonne@schokindustrie.nl 

  


